1. **FIELD CHECKOUT**  LOT 30  060108
   Officer initiated a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was interviewed and warned for the violation.

2. **DUI ARREST**  PACIFIC & MARCH  060208
   Officers conducted a traffic stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 12:08 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

3. **SUSPICIOUS PERSON**  MANCHESTER AVE  060308
   Officers located a suspect wanted by SPD for a possible robbery on Manchester and Rosemarie. Suspect was turned over to SPD.

4. **FIELD INTERVIEW**  STADIUM & CENTER  060408
   Officers initiated a checkout on a vehicle with two subjects inside. Officers determined the female passenger was a prostitute. Both subjects were interviewed and released.

5. **VEHICLE ACCIDENT**  PACIFIC & KNOLES  060408
   Officers assisted SPD on a four car accident. Medics requested for a wheelchair bound juvenile injured in the accident. SPD initiated a report.

6. **VANDALISM**  RAYMOND GREAT  060408
   Officer was flagged down by a Pepsi employee to report the Pepsi machine had been pried open and money stolen. Officer initiated a report.

7. **AIDED SPD**  COUNTRY CLUB  060508
   Officers reported an accident involving a SJRTD bus without injuries. SPD responded to initiate report.

8. **BURGLARY**  TOWNHOUSE C  060508
   Victim reported her apartment was burglarized. Victim reported her iPod and laptop were stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.
9...AIDED SPD  PACIFIC & FULTON  060508
SPD aired a robbery (purse snatch) that occurred at S-Mart on Pacific and Alpine. SPD located a male subject at the bus stop in front of Pike holding a purse. Officer assisted with searching the area and located witnesses and property of the victim in the residential areas. Two Juveniles were arrested.

10...FIRE  PERSHING AVE  060608
Officer reported a fire under the Pershing Ave bridge. SFD requested and en route. Officer was able to extinguish the fire yet requested SFD to continue to assist.

11...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PERSHING & BROOKSIDE  060608
Officer responded to a report of a truck blocking traffic. Officer reported truck involved in an accident and was able to assist in clearing the intersection. SPD responded to assist.

12...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  LOT 3  060608
Officer responded to a report from a driver who backed up and hit a pole. Officer initiated a report.

13...DUI ARREST  MENDOCINO & PERSHING  060608
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was under the influence and driving on a suspended license. Driver also had a no-bail outstanding warrant. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 12:04 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

14...AUTO BURGLARY  MANCHESTER & BROOKSIDE  060708
Victim flagged down officer to report vehicle burglarized. Officer initiated a report.

15...AUTO BURGLARY  LOT 1  060708
Victim reported his vehicle burglarized with the lock punched. Victim's wallet was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

16...AIDED SPD  S-MART FOODS  060708
SPD aired a disturbance in progress involving a theft suspect. Officers responded and assisted since SPD was delayed due to a shooting in south Stockton. Juvenile was cited for the theft and released to his parent.